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Let A be an algebra over a field K and D a self-duality 
D: mod A 2 mod AoP, where AoP is the opposite algebra of A and mod A 
the category of finitely generated left A-modules. By an extension for short 
we understand an extension algebra T over A with kernel DA in the sense 
of Cartan-Eilenberg [3]: 0 -+ DA + T -+p A --+ 0, where p is an algebra 
epimorphism. In the case where A is hereditary, by means of the Heller 
function QAXDA, the Auslander-Reiten quiver rAwDA of the trivial exten- 
sion A K DA is completely determined by rA [lo]. Moreover, for any 
extension T, Tr is isomorphic to rAwDA. It seems that this fact suggests the 
existence of a closer connection between some categories of modules over T 
and over A 1x DA, though mod T is not in general equivalent to 
mod A K DA. In this paper we are concerned with categorical relations 
between non-splittable extensions and the trivial extensions, and we shall 
establish some relation between them for some class of algebras to which 
hereditary algebras belong. We prove the following, where mod, A denotes 
the category of finitely generated left A-modules without projective sum- 
mands. 
THEOREM. Let A be a basic algebra over a field whose ordinary quiver 
contains no oriented cycles. Let D be an arbitrary self-duality of A, and let T 
be an extension over A with kernel DA. Then mod,T is equivalent to 
mod,A K DA, and the factor algebra T/sot T is isomorphic to the trivial 
extension A K (DA/sot DA). Further, Tr is isomorphic to rAWoA. 
In Section 1 we recall from [4, lo] the definitions of the Nakayama per- 
mutations and the Nakayama automorphisms defined by minimal injective 
cogenerators. For any self-duality D, every extension T is quasi-Frobenius, 
* Our results were announced at the Durham symposium on Representations of Algebras 
by the London Mathematical Society (Durham. July 1985). 
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but not necessarily symmetric in the sense of [S] (see [lo]). In fact, in 
Section 2, by making use of the Nakayama automorphisms we prove that 
A DC DA is symmetric if and only if DA z Hom(A, K) as A-bimodules. 
Moreover, we show that the infinite dimensional algebra associated with A 
and Hom(A, K), which was introduced by Hughes and Waschbiisch [S], 
does not depend on the choice of the duality Hom( , K). In the light of 
them, the above theorem will prove that the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
(1) A K Hom( A, K) is of finite representation type. 
(2) The ordinary quiver of A contains no oriented cycles and, for 
some self-duality D, there is an extension over A with kernel DA which is 
of finite representation type. 
(3) For any self-duality D, all extensions over A with kernel DA are 
of finite representation type. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper A is supposed to be a basic algebra over a field 
K, and D denotes an arbitrary self-duality. Let {e,} 1 G iGm be a fixed com- 
plete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of A. By Q(A) we denote the 
ordinary quiver of A with { 1, . . . . m} as the set of vertices. We define the 
arrows in Q(A) in such a way that i -+ j when ej(rad A/rad2 A) ei #O. In 
this section we recall some definitions from [3, 4, IO]. 
For two algebras A and B, an algebra morphism CC A + B makes every 
left B-module M into a left A-module, denoted by .Ilrp: am = oc(a)m for 
a E A and m E A4. Thus we have a covariant functor .(?): Mod B + Mod A, 
and similarly (?),: Mod Bop + Mod AoP. In the case where u is an 
automorphism of A, it is easy to show that (?), c ?@,-I A and 
,(?) N A,-1 a?. 
The Nakayama permutation n of D (or of DA) is by definition a 
permutation of the index set I= ( 1, . . . . m> satisfying that soc(DA) e, N 
top Aenci, for all FEZ. D, := Hom( , K) is a typical self-duality with identity 
Nakayama permutation. Now, since left A-modules DA and D,A are 
isomorphic, say o: A DA r A Do A, the right multiplication r,: DA -+ DA 
(XH xa for CZE A) induces an automorphism 0 of A such that w is an 
isomorphism DA z (D,A), as A-bimodules. The (T is uniquely determined 
by the o; however, w is not uniquely determined by D. But the 
automorphism r~ is uniquely determined by the duality D up to inner 
automorphisms of A. In particular, ~7 is inner if and only if DA is 
isomorphic to Hom(A, K) as an A-bimodule. We call such an 
automorphism CJ the Nakayama automorphism of A defined by D or by DA 
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(with respect to D,), and by the Nakayama system we understand the 
quadruple (D, rc, cr, o), where n: is the Nakayama permutation of D. A 
Nakayama system (D, n, 0, w) is said to be inner when 0 is inner. On the 
other hand, two self-dualities D, and D, are isomorphic if and only if 
D,A z D,A as A-bimodules (see [9, Proposition 2.11). It follows that the 
isomorphism classes of self-dualities of A correspond bijectively to the 
Nakayama automorphism group Aut(A )/Inn(A ) : D H G such that 
DA N (D,A),, where Aut(A) denotes the automorphism groups of A and 
Inn(A) is the subgroup of inner automorphisms. When A is self-injective, 
we use (A, X,G, w) instead of (Hom,( , A), rr, cr, o) for short. From the 
definition of G, ,(DA)e, is isomorphic to .,(DoA) dei), whence 
soc(DA) e, ‘v soc(D,A) a(e,). Since the Nakayama permutation of Do is the 
identity, we therefore have that top Ae,(,) is isomorphic to top Aa( so 
that a(e,) =v~,~,. Similarly, a-‘(e,) N e,ml,i, and, applying D, to the A- 
bimodule isomorphism A, I % ,A: a- a-‘(a), we have an A-bimodule 
isomorphism DA 2, .-l(D,A). However, it should be noted that there is a 
“normal” Nakayama automorphism v such that v(e,) = en(,) for all i. For, 
from the isomorphism o(e,) N en(,) it follows that there are elements ui, 
vi E A such that ui = e ,c,jui4e,), v, = ale,) vienclj and e,,i, = uiu,, a(e,) = z’~u~. 
Let u = C ui. Then it is easy to see that v is invertible and v = oI,cr, where 
0,(a) = v ~ ‘au for all a E A. Thus we have an automorphism v satisfying that 
DAr (D,A), as A-bimodules and v(e,) =e,,i, for all i, as desired. 
Moreover, the Nakayama automorphism c is characterized as an 
automorphism such that ,(?) N D,(DA)@,, (?) or (?)Cm~ ‘v (?)a, D,(DA). 
LEMMA 1.1. Every Nakaylama permutation IZ natwall-y induces a quiver 
automorphism of Q(A): for each arrotv i+ j in Q(A), there is an arrow 
n(i) -+ z(j) in Q(A). In particular, if there is a path from i to n(i) for some i, 
then Q(A) contains oriented cycles. 
Proof: Consider the “normal” Nakayama automorphism of A defined 
by the given duality. Then the proof is trivial. 
Let T be an algebra with an algebra epimorphism p: T -+ A. The 
A-bimodule DA is then considered as a T-bimodule via p. T is called an 
extension over A with kernel DA if DA is isomorphic to Ker p as a 
T-bimodule and, in this case, we may identify DA with Ker p: 
O-+DA+” T +J’ A -+ 0, where x is the canonical injection. Thus (DA)’ = 0 
in T and, since T/DA is isomorphic to A as an algebra, the complete set 
(eillGiGrn in A is lifted to a complete set { ei} , c I Gm of orthogonal 
primitive idempotents in T. T is self-injective and its Nakayama 
permutation coincides with the Nakayama permutation of D [ 10, 
Proposition 1.21. Since the exact sequence 0 -+ DA +h’ T -+p A + 0 is 
splittable in mod K, T is isomorphic to a direct sum of A and DA as a 
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K-module. On the other hand, the associative multiplication on the 
K-module A @DA corresponds to a 2-cocycle a: A x A + DA (i.e., 
acc(b, c) + ~(a, bc) = a(ab, c) + ~(a, b)c for a, b, c E A), where A x A is the 
Cartesian product, and the multiplication is given by the rule: 
(a, q)(b, r) = (ub, ur + qb + ~(a, 6)) for a, b E A and q, r E DA. Thus we 
know that the extension 0 + DA .--t’ T +p A + 0 is isomorphic to an exten- 
sion O-+DA-+“‘A@DA 4”’ A + 0, where x’ and p’ are the canonical 
injection and the canonical projection, respectively, and A@ DA is an 
algebra with the multiplication described by a 2-cocycle. In view of this 
fact, in the sequel, by an extension we understand an algebra A@ DA with 
the multiplication defined by a 2-cocycle. It should be then noted that 
every idempotent e, in T is written as (e,, uj) in A 0 DA for some element uj 
of DA. 
Remark. All arguments in this section are valid for Artinian rings with 
self-dualities whose Nakayama permutations are the identity (e.g., Artin 
algebras). However, it is still open whether an Artinian ring with a self- 
duality has a self-duality with the identity as a Nakayama permutation. 
2. NAKAYAMA SYSTEMS 
Throughout this section N = (D, rr, v, o) denotes a Nakayama system 
of A. 
Let N’ = (D’, rr’, v’, o’) be a Nakayama system of an algebra A’ and p an 
algebra morphism from A’ to A. Then, mod A and mod AoP are naturally 
embedded into mod A’ and mod A’Op, respectively, say F: mod A -+ mod A’ 
and F’ : mod AoP + mod A’Op. N’ is called an extension of N whenever 
vp = pv’ and D’F c F’D. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 0-t DA +K T -+p A --) 0 be an extension and N a 
Nukawyamu system of A. Then 
(1) N is extended to a Nakuyama system of T, and 
(2) N is inner if there is an inner Nakayamu system of T which is an 
extension of N. 
Proof: (1) Since D,(T) is an injective left T-module, the morphism 
D,(p)0 is extended to an isomorphism o’ : =T + =D,( T) so that 
W’K = D,(p)o. Then w’ naturally induces an automorphism v’ of T so that 
pv’= vp. Moreover, n is the Nakayama permutation of T [lo] and 
Hom( , T) is an extension of D [9, Proposition 2.11. Thus we have an 
extension IV= (T, ~6, v’, w’) of N, where xl= 7~. (2) Assume that 
N’ = (T, 7c’, v’, w’) is an inner Nakayama system of T which is an extension 
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of N, and put v’=8, for some JET. Let t=(u,q) for UEA and qEDA. 
Then v = 8,; that is, v is inner. 
Let vg =oP1 Hom(v-‘, K)w be the composition, where Hom(v’, K): 
D,A + D,A is a mapping defined by Hom(v ~ I, K)(f) = jiv- ’ for all 
~ED,,A. Then vo(aqb)= v(a) v,(q) v(h) for all a, be A and qEDA. This 
shows that the mapping vD: DA -+ “(DA), is an A-bimodule isomorphism. 
Observe that, for an invertible element u E A, v = 8, (i.e., v is inner) if and 
only if v,(q) = u-‘qu for all q E DA. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For a Nakayama system N = (D, 71, v, o) of A, we 
have the following. 
(1) N is extended to a Nakayama system (A P( DA, ii, C, 6) of the 
trivial extension A P( DA such that the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) C is an inner automorphism of A D( DA. 
(ii) v is an inner automorphism of A. 
(2) The following statements are equivalent. 
(iii) There is an extension which is a symmetric algebra. 
(iv) A D( DA is symmetric. 
(v) D N Hom( , K). 
(vi) DA is isomorphic to Hom( A, K) as an A-bimodule. 
Remark. The implication (v) + (iv) is already proved by 
Iwanaga-Wakamatsu [6]. 
Proof: (1) We define a map C: A K DA --f A K DA by the rule: 
G(a, q) = (v(a), v,(q)) for all (a, q) E A K DA. Then it is easy to show that C 
is indeed an automorphism of A DC DA, and so we have an A K DA-bimodule 
D,(AK DA),. Next we shall define an AK DA-bimodule isomorphism 
c~:AKDA-+D~(AKDA),. Let ~~:ADcDA-+D,(AKDA), be a map 
defined by &(a, q) = (o,(a), o(q)), where o, := D,(w)v = DO(v,-l) D,(o) 
and we observe that D,(A K DA) = D,(DA) 0 D,A as A-bimodules. For 
UE A and qE DA, o,(a)q and qml(a) means K-linear maps in D,(A) such 
that for b E A, (w,(a)q)(b) = w,(a)(qb) and (qol(a))(b) = w,(a)(bq). Then 
it is easy to show that ~5 is an A K DA-bimodule isomorphism. 
(2) ..Recall that a K-algebra R is symmetric [8] if and only if R is 
isomorphic to the dual Hom(R, K) as an R-bimodule. The statement (v) is 
clearly equivalent to (vi), The equivalence of the statements (iv) and (v) is 
an immediate consequence of (1 ), and the implication (iv) * (iii) is trivial. 
Now assume that an extension T is symmetric and N’ = (T, 71, v’, o’) is an 
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extension of N. Then, from the assumption, v’ is an inner automorphism of 
T and so, by Lemma 2.1, v is inner. This implies the statement (v). 
The above proposition gives us a simple method of construction of 
weakly symmetric algebras which are not symmetric: Let v be an 
automorphism of A such that v(e,) = e, for all e, and assume that v is not 
inner. Then A K (D,A), is not symmetric but weakly symmetric. 
Now let M(A, D) be the following infinite matrix algebra whose addition 
and multiplication are canonically defined by means of the algebra 




M(A, D) = 
’ 
where A, = A, Q, = DA for all integers n, and all A, lie on the diagonal. 
The algebra j(D), by definition, consists of all matrices in M(A, D) having 
only finitely many entries different from zero [5]. By mod A(D) we under- 
stand the category of those A(D)-modules M that M= a(D)M, and by D 
the following duality defined by D,(A(D)): 
Hom( , A(D) D,(a(D)) A(D)): mod a(D) -+ mod A(D)Op. 
Here we note that the A(D)-bimodule A^(D) D,(A^(D)) a(D) is a direct sum 
of D,(A,,) and Do(Q,) (n E Z) as a K-vector space. Let o be the sliding 
automorphism of a(D) such that o 1 A,, -+ A, + , and g ) Q, -+ Q,, , are iden- 
tities A + A and Q -+ Q, respectively. We denote by e,, n, the elements of A, 
corresponding to e, of A, and put PC;,., = a(D) et,,.,. Then the family 
{e (,, nI ( 1 < i< m, n E Z) becomes a complete set of orthogonal primitive 
idempotents of a(D), and a(D) is self-injective with the Nakayama 
permutation 72 satisfying that rt(i, n) = (n(i), n + 1). Moreover, by the 
argument quite similar to v” above, with any Nakayama system 
N= (D, 71, v, w) of A we can associate a Nakayama system (D, ti, v^, 6) of 
A(D). For this, we only give the definition of I and an A(D)-bimodule 
isomorphism ti: A(D) -+ [A(D) D,(a(D)) A(D)],. Let i be an 
automorphism of A(D) such that the restrictions on A, and Q, are 
v: A,,+A,+, and v~:Q~-Q~+,~ respectively. Let Qi = D,(A,+ 1), and 
AL= Do(Qn)” which are (A,+,, A,)- and (A,, A,)-bimodules, respectively. 
Then, by ~5 we understand a morphism whose restriction on Q,, and A, are 
CO,: Qn --t QL and the composition D,(v-‘) D(o,~_ ,), respectively, where w, 
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is an (A n + , , A,)-morphism naturally defined by w. The importance of the 
algebra A(D) is already pointed out in [S] for the case where D = D,. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. A(D) is isomorphic to A^(D,) for any self-duality D. 
ProoJ We denote by 4; an A-bimodule isomorphism from ,n+~(DA),,, to 
,,n+l(DOA)Vfi+~ such that 4;(q) =0(q) for qE DA. Let 4, be the composition 
D,(v”+‘) d, where the automorphism v”+’ is naturally regarded as an 
A-bimodule isomorphism from A to ,..+~A,,.+I. Then d,(aqb) = 
v-‘“‘l’(u)~n(q)v-‘(b) for all a,b~A and qEDA. Now let @:2(D)-+ 
A(D,) be a map such that @I A,, = v n and @I (DA), = 4,,. Then 
@JqA + a ,z+ ,d) = @,,(qn) @(4) + @i(4+, 1 @Cd) for all 4 E A,,, 
4z+,EAn+1 and q,, qk E DA. This implies that @ is an algebra morphism. 
This completes the proof, because @ is clearly bijective. 
The above proposition shows that the algebra A(D) does not depend on 
the choice of the duality D, but it should be noted that there is a self- 
duality D such that there is an indecomposable xtension over A with 
kernel DA, though A K D,A is decomposable. In view of this fact, it is 
natural to ask when A has an indecomposable xtension. The following 
proposition answers this question, where for a left A-module X, supp(X) 
denotes the set of idempotents e, such that e,X#O. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. A has an indecomposable extension with kernel DA for 
some self-duality D if and only if A is isomorphic to a direct product of 
indecomposable algebras which are isomorphic to each other. 
Prooj Let A = A, x . . x A,, be a direct product decomposition into 
indecomposable subalgebras A,. Let ci be the identity of Ai. 
Now assume that there is an indecomposable xtension T with kernel 
DA for some Nakayama system (D, rr, v, 0). Let { Ci} be a set of idem- 
potents in T lifted from (c;}. Since each Ai is indecomposable, there is a 
permutation 5 on { 1, . . . . n> such that v(A,)= A,(;, for all i. From the 
definition of rt we have that soc(DA) Ci ‘v top AEfi, for all i. It follows that 
supp(DA) C; = supp A+,+ because A-bimodules (DA) ci and A,,i, are 
indecomposable. Hence we have that supp Tpj = supp TCi/(DA) C, u 
supp(DA) Ci = supp Ai u supp A,,,,, because TCi/(DA) C, = Ai as left T- (or 
A-) modules. Let LI, Zk be the E-orbit partition of { 1, 2, .,., n}. It then 
follows that Tk := @ iE ,k TCi is an ideal of T and hence T is a direct 
product lJIk Tk of the rings Tk. But T is indecomposable by assumption. It 
therefore follows that ii: is cyclic, so that each Ai is isomorphic to each 
other, because v induces an algebra isomorphism from Ai to AECi, for all i. 
Conversely, assume that there are algebra isomorphisms vi: Ai+, + Aj 
for all i (where A, + , := A ,). Then we have an automorphism v of A such 
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that v 1 Ai+ l = v, for i. Let T= A K ,,D,A, and we claim that T is indecom- 
posable. Let Ci= (ci, 0)~ T, then TEi=Ai@,,+, (D,Ai) as left A-modules, 
and soc,,+,(D,Ai) N top Ai+ 1 because soc,DoAi N topAA,. It follows that 
sot TFi = soc,(DA ) C, = sot,,,+ ,(DA i) N top TFi+ , , which implies that 
Hom( TC, + , , TCi) # 0 for all i. Hence, by taking care of the fact that A, is 
indecomposable, we conclude that T is indecomposable. 
Remark. In the case where A is hereditary, it is proved in [lo] that the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver rAXDA is completely determined by r,,, and the 
Heller-function .QAaDA (see [ 10, pp. 4244261) and Tr of every extension 
T is isomorphic to fAKDA; rT N r.4KDA. But we take this opportunity to 
recall it more precisely by making use of the permutation 17 in 
Proposition 2.4, because it may give us important information about the 
Auslander-Reiten quivers of self-injective algebras of infinite representation 
type. 
Let T be an arbitrary indecomposable extension of A, where 
A =rI,c.scn A,S is a direct product of indecomposable subrings A,. We put 
r,, = T,,:for short and r,4 = II f,. 
(i) If T is of infinite representation type, then there are 2n distinct 
components P,y and I,, of rT each of which contains as a full subquiver a 
preprojective and a preinjective component of f,, respectively, and all 
other components of rT are exactly C and Q,(C)‘, where C runs through 
all regular components of Ta, and Q,(C)’ is either Q,(C) itself or a com- 
ponent of f T obtained from Q T( C) by joining some projective T-modules. 
(ii) If T is of finite representation type, then f T is obtained by 
joining 
in this cyclic order by locating projective T-modules. 
This is easily seen by the following results and simple observation. (a) 
Every irreducible map in mod A is still irreducible in mod A K DA 
[lo, Corollary 4.21. (b) Q,,,, (resp., a;:,,.,) induces a one-to-one 
correspondence between mod A and mod A K DA\mod A except projec- 
tive (resp., injective) objects [lo, Theorem 2.21. (c) For a self-injective 
algebra R, 52, and Sz,’ commute the Auslander translation in mod R 
[2, 5.11 (cf. [lo, pp. 4194201). (d) Let p, and qi be the preprojective and 
preinjective components in Ta,, respectively. Put T= A DC DA. For any 
idempotent ej, the sequence 0 -+ Q.(top Ae,) + Te,@ (rad Tej/soc Te,) -+ 
Ae, + 0 is almost split in mod T, and sot Q,(top Ae,) 2: sot Aencij. If M is 
an indecomposable projective A,-module, say A4 = Aiej = Ae,, whose length 
is maximal among the projective A,-modules, then top Aiej is an injective 
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A,-module and so top Aej belongs to qi. This implies that l2,(q,) and pi are 
linked by projective T-modules one of which is Te,,, so that both of them 
are contained in a component Pi in Tr. Moreover, it is easily seen by 
applying RF’ to the above sequence where all projective T-modules should 
be located. Finally, the above arguments are all true for non-splittable 
extensions [lo] and note that n = 1 for the case where D = Hom( , K). 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In this section the ordinary quiver Q(A) of A is supposed to contain no 
oriented cycles. It then follows from Lemma 1.1 that 
supp(rad, Ae,) n supp,(DA) ei = 0 
for every idempotent ei (cf. [ 12, Corollary 2.31). 
(*I 
Let T and T’ be two extensions: 
O+DAL TA A-0, O+DA-% T’&A+0, 
and let {ei)lciGrn and (el},.i., be complete sets of orthogonal primitive 
idempotents in T and T’. 
It is easily seen that mod, T is equivalent to mod( T/sot T), because T is 
self-injective. Hence an algebra isomorphism between T/sot T and T’/soc T 
is obtained from an equivalence between the categories mod, T and 
mod,T’, because A is basic by assumption. On the other hand, in order to 
show the equivalence between mod,T and mod,T’, we shall use a 
correspondence of the minimal projective presentations in mod T and in 
mod T’. Let M be a T-module without projective summands. Then a 
projective presentation P, +’ P, + M -+ 0 is minimal at P, if and only if 
sot P, c Im f~ rad P,. Hence, we consider a category, denoted by morpT, 
whose objects are the morphisms between projective modules; f: P, -+ P, 
such that sot P, c Im f c rad P,(cf. Cl]). Letf: P, + P, and g: Q, + Q, be 
objects in morPT. Then a morphism 4 from f to g is by definition a pair 
(#i, &) of morphisms dk: P, + Qk (k = 1,2) such that d,f= g&. The 
composition of two morphisms 4 and II/ are canonically defined when #k 
and I,J~, (k= 1,2) are composable, say $k& are defined, then 
$4 = ($,d,, +,&). Now, by taking the cokernel in mod T, we have a 
functor Cok from morPT to mod,T. The functor Cok is clearly full and 
dense. Let 4 and rc/ be morphisms from f: P, + P, to g: Q2 -+ Q,. We 
introduce an equivalence relation -; 4 - Ic/ when there is a morphism 
h: P, -+ Q, such that d1 - 11/, = gh. We denote by mPT the quotient 
category morpT/-. It is then easily seen that Cok naturally induces a 
functor from mPT to mod,T which is now faithful and, a fortiori, fully 
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dense. We therefore have a category equivalence mPT- mod,T, and 
similarly we have =PT N mod, T’. Thus our problem is reduced to define 
a functor from wPT to mPT’ which should be an equivalence. 
Let now f: @ i2 Te, + @ i, Te, be a morphism in mod T. We denote it by 
a matrix (filiz), where each filiz: Te, + Te,, is a morphism in mod T, and 
put fhi, :=fili2(ei2) = e,, ti2,,ei,. In order to distinguish the two multiplications 
on T and T’, we denote the multiplication on T’ by x. y for all x and y in 
A 0 DA. For an element t = (a, q) of A @DA such that t = ejtei, we put 
t’:=e;.t.e,! and t ” := e, t’ei, and, in this case, note that p(t) = p’(t’) = p( t”). 
We define a corresponding morphism &, : T’ . eiz + T’ . e:, in mod T’ as the 
right multiplication by ti2,, : 
f&Jx . ei2) = x e:, . t:,i, 
for all x in T’, and let 
f’ = (f;.,i,) : @ T’ . e;, + @ T’ . e’ 1,. 
i2 fl 
Since p(ti,i,) = p’(t;,,,), it follows that fi,,, is an isomorphism if and only if 
f :,i, is (cf. [lo, Lemma 1.11). Moreover, note that t = t’= t” for 
t = ejtei E A 0 DA provided that p(t) = 0. 
An element t = e,te, is said to be invertible in T when the induced right 
multiplication t,: Te., -+ Tej, .‘ce, H xit, is an isomorphism. 
LEMMA 3.1. If t = eitei is non-invertible in T, then t” = t. 
Proof: Clearly there is an element q of DA such that q= ejqei and 
t” - t = (0, q). Moreover, if q#O, p(t)=ejp(t)ei#O, which implies 
contrary to (*) that eiEsupp(rad Ae,)n supp(DA) ej. Thus we have that 
t = t”. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let s and t be elements of A@DA such that s=ejsei and 
t = ek tej. Then there is an element q of DA such that (ts)’ - t’ . s’ = (0, q) and 
q = ekqer. Ifs or t is non-invertible, then (ts)’ = t’ . s’. 
Proof Since p’( (ts)‘) = p’( t’ s’), there is an element q of DA such that 
(ts)‘-t’.s’=(O,q). Moreover, since (ts)’ and t’ .s’ belong to 
e;. (A @DA). ei, we know that q belongs to e; . DA . e,!. It then follows 
that q = e,qe,, because e,(DA) ei = e;. DA . ei from the definition. 
Next assume that s or t is non-invertible. Then we claim that q = 0. 
(i) In the case where p(ts) ~0: Since p(ts) is non-invertible, we 
know from [ 10, Lemma 1.11 and the assumption that ek belongs to 
supp(rad Aei). Hence, from (*), ek does not belong to supp(DA) ei, which 
shows that e,(DA) e, = 0. Thus we have that q = 0. 
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(ii) In the case where p(ts) = 0: First note that p(ts) =p(t) p(s). If 
p(s) or p(t) is zero, from the definition of ( )’ it is easy to show that q = 0. 
It therefore suffices to consider the case where p(s) # 0 and p(t) # 0. There 
is then a path in the quiver Q(A) from i to k through j, because 
p(s) = ejp(s) ei and p(t) = e,p(t) ei. It follows that e,(DA) ei = 0. For, if 
ek(DA ) ei = 0, then there is a path from k to x(i) because 
soc(DA) ej N top Ae,(,). But this implies that there is a path from i to rc(i) 
(through k), contrary to Lemma 1.1. Thus we have that ts = 0 because of 
the assumption that p(fs) = 0, so that (ts)’ = 0. On the other hand, since 
p’( t’ . s’) = p(ts) = 0, it also follows by the same reason that t’ . s’ = 0. In 
particular, we have that (ts)’ = t’ . s’. 
LEMMA 3.3. For an object f: Q i2 Teiz -+ oil Te,, in morPT, 
f’ : 0 i2 T’ . e:, + Q i, T’ . e:, is also an object in morPT’. 
ProoJ Since Im f c rad( @ i, Te,,), fili2 is not an epimorphism. Hence 
& is a non-isomorphism and so not an epimorphism. This implies that 
Im f’ E rad( @ i, T’ . e:,). On the other hand, sot Tei, is contained in 
Im & f.,i, for all i,, because soc( @ i, Te,,) G Im J In particular, this 
implies that &f,,jz # 0, so that xi2 &, # 0. For, it follows from Lemma 3.1 
that Ci, hf,,i2 =Ei, f;i, = (Cizfl,i,)‘. S ince sot T’ .e:, is simple, we therefore 
have that sot T’ .e:, c Im Cizf:,, E Im f’ for all i, . 
LEMMA 3.4. Let d= (d,, d2): f + g be a morphism in morPT, where 
f: @ i2 Te, + 0 i, Tei, and g: @ jz Te, --+ oil Te,. Then 4’ = (4;) 4;) defines 
a morphism from f’ to g’ in morPT’. 
Proof: From Lemma 3.3, f’ and g’ belong to morPT’. Hence it suffices 
to show that 4; f’= g’&. We put 4, = (tij,,) and & = (d,,,,) as matrices, 
where djili,: Te,, + Te, and 4jj2rZ: Te, --+ Te,,. Since all fi,i, and gj,,, are non- 
isomorphisms, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
Since g& = f$, f from assumption, we therefore have that (s’#;),,~,= 
(q5’f ‘)j,i, for all j, and i,, and so g’d; = 4; f ‘, as desired. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let q5=(d1,&):f+g, $=($,,$2):g-‘h be morphisms 
in morpT, where f 1 @ (2 Te, + @ il Tei,, g: @jz Tel, -+ @j, Te., and 
h : Q k2 Tek, -+ ok, Te,, . Then ($4)’ - t,b’4’ in mor*T’. 
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Proof. Put #i = (ti,,,;,) and $i = (tiklj,) as in the proof of the previous 
lemma and then (Ic/ I4, );,;, = c,, (tiklj,# ,,,, )‘. From Lemma 3.2 there is an 
element rilJlk, of e,,(DA) ek, such that 
($kl jld,iil)' - Il/h,j,dJ,i, = (ri, ,lk,)~l 
where the right-hand side is the right multiplication by rilllk,, and note that 
e,,(DA)e,,=e:,.DA .e;,. Moreover, if ri,i,k,#O, then $k,j,~i,i, is an 
isomorphism and so ei, = ek,. Thus we have that rililk, belongs to 
soc(DA) ek,, and so r := Ciljlk, rilJlk, E soc( Q k, T’ . eb,). For, soc(DA) ek, = 
topAe,(,,,, and by Lemma 1.1 there are no paths from k, to I. It 
follows that Im(($,#,)‘- I,V,@,) c soc( Ok, T’ .e;,) and, from Lemma 3.3, 
that soc( Ok, T’ e;,) G Im h’. Since oil T’ . e:., is projective, we therefore 
have that ($,#,)‘-II/‘,$‘, factors through Ok2 T’.e&, which shows that 
($4) - $‘d’ in morPT. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let g: Y + X and c$, : Z + X he morphisms in mod T, where 
X= @,, Te,, , Y = 0, Te,, and Z = @ ,, Te,, . Suppose that g is an object of 
morPT and there is a morphism h: Z + Y such that I$, = gh. Then c$‘, = g’h’ 
in mod T’. In particular, if 4 = (di, #?) N 0 in morPT, then 4’ = ($;, 4;) - 0 
in morPT’. 
Proof: Since 4, = g/z, we have that c$,,,~, = xj2 gjlj2hjzi, for all i, and j, . It 
follows from Lemma 3.2 that di,,, = x,, gj,,2hi2,, = ( g’h’)i,i,, which implies 
that &, = g’h’. 
Now we can define a desired functor @ from mpT to mPT’ which is 
an equivalence. Since every object in mPT is clearly isomorphic to an 
object of the form f: @ il Te, + @ il Te,,, it s&ices to define CD for all 
objects f: Gji, Te, -, @,, Te,, and morphisms 4 between them. Let 
f: 0 ,2 Teiz + Oil Tei, and g: ej, Tel2 -+ Qj, Te,, be objects, and d: f + g 
a morphism in morPT. We put Q(f) = f' and Q(6) = $‘, where 4 and p are 
objects in mPT and m”T’ which have 4 and 4 as representatives, 
respectively. That Q(J) = $’ f o 11 ows from Lemma 3.6. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 
then ensure that Q(f) and CD($) belong to uPT’. Moreover, Lemma 3.5 
implies that @($$) = a($) @($) p rovided that $4 is defined. Thus we 
know that @ is indeed a functor from mPT to mPT’. Similarly, a 
functor Y: mPT’ + m”T is defined by taking the operation ( )‘, so that 
CPY and Y@ are naturally isomorphic to the identities. This implies that 
the functor @ is an equivalence, which concludes the first part of the 
theorem. 
Next we show that @: mod,Trmod, T’ induces a quiver isomorphism 
Tr + rr. Of course, we have only to show that there is an irreducible map 
q: P’ + 0(M) for each irreducible map p: P + M for an indecomposable 
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projective T-module P and an indecomposable non-projective T-module 
A4. But, in this case, we can assume that P = Te,, M= P/sot P and p is 
the canonical surjection, so that there is an exact sequence: 
Te n,r, -& Te, + p M -+ 0 where z is the Nakayama permutation of D. Hence 
we have also an exact sequence: 7” .ehfi, -J T. el +y Q(M) + 0. From the 
fact that Im f~ (DA) e;, it follows that Im f’ = Im f and so Im f' is a 
simple submodule of T . e(. Consequently, we have that T’ . e: -+ R @(M) is 
nothing else than the canonical surjection T’ . e,! -+ T’ ei/soc( T . e,!), which 
is clearly irreducible. This completes the proof. 
Let ind A K DA denote a class of representatives of all indecomposable 
objects in mod A # DA. 
COROLLARY 3.1. For an algebra A the following assertions are 
equivalent. 
(1) A K Hom(A, K) is of finite representation type. 
(2) The ordinary quiver of A contains no oriented cycles and, for some 
self-duality D, there is an extension over A with kernel DA which is of finite 
representation type. 
(3) For every self-duality D, all extensions T over A with kernel DA 
are of finite representation type. 
Moreover, in these cases, there are bijections between ind T and 
ind(A K Hom(A, K)) which preserve the dimension type of objects. 
Proof: First note that (1) and (3) imply that Q(A) contains no oriented 
cycles [ll]. For a self-duality D, it is proved in [S] that the category 
mod A(D) is of bounded representation type if and only if A DC DA is of 
finite representation type. On the other hand, mod a(D) 2: mod a(D,) by 
Proposition 2.3, where D, = Hom( , K). Hence from the theorem the 
equivalence of the three assertions follows immediately. For the rest, it 
suffices to check the correspondence of modules in Proposition 2.3 and the 
theorem. This completes the proof. 
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